Pulsatile flow artifacts in fast magnetization-prepared sequences.
Fast magnetization-prepared magnetic resonance imaging sequences allow clinical acquisitions in about 1 second, with the preparation phase providing the desired contrast. Pulsatile flow artifacts, although reduced by rapid acquisition, can degrade image quality. The authors explore the causes of aortic pulsatile flow artifacts in inversion-recovery-prepared acquisitions of the abdomen, taking into consideration various parameters. The flow signal within an 8-mm-thick section was simulated and subsequently Fourier transformed to determine the location and extent of flow artifacts. Results of simulations were validated with abdominal images of human subjects. Recording all encodings within one cardiac cycle reduced pulsatile flow artifacts in nonsegmented acquisitions with sequential phase-encoding order, regardless of the location of magnetization preparation within the cardiac cycle. In segmented acquisitions, however, the sequential order always increased flow artifacts. To reduce the artifacts in short TI acquisitions, the magnetization should be prepared during diastole. In clinical acquisitions, flow artifacts were further reduced by modifying the phase-encoding scheme.